INFINITE MATRICES WHICH PRESERVE SCHAUDER BASES

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, X will represent a locally convex
complete metric linear space (i.e. a space of type Bo [1]) or a Banach space
which has Schauder basis, tic
(x). For our purposes the scalar field may
be regarded s the rel or complex numbers. Let
() be the sequence
of coefficient functionls biorthogonul to ](?. ax) a nd let A [a]:
represent n infinite mtrix with a the element in the i-th
1, 2,
i,
row, j-th column. We ssume
ax converges in X to y for ech Our
(y)
object is to investigate conditions which re necessary nd sufficient for
the closed linear span of ) or s
to be bsic sequence ( bsis for cl sp
basis for X.

.

1.1. LEMMA. I]
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y converges,

Proo]. Ech member, ]

of

converges

for each i, and

is continuous by [5; 207, Theorem 1] so

We shM1 denote by ][x][ the distance from 0 to a given point x in X or the
norm of x in the cse of X, Bnch spce.
1.2 THEOREM. If X is a Banach space, is basic i] and only i] there is a
number M > 0 such that ]or every pair o] positive integers q > p and t t
t
arbitrary scalars

Proo]. This follows from Lemm 1.1 nd the known [5; 211, Theorem 5]
fct that

is bsic if nd only if
=1

i=1

is fundamental in

X, i.e. cl sp

X.

.

2. Conditions on sequence spaces. By s
(s) we mean the sclr sequence
column vector. If S is linear
infinite
tret
which
s
we
n
shll
},
spce of such sequences, let S’ represent {t
(t):
st converges for ech
s e S}. Given mtrix C
[c] ech row of which is in S’, let C(S)
{t Cs (7- c,,s) s }.
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